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Traceability Proposed Rule (PR) - Agenda

What I’ll cover today:
 Overview and Scope of the Rule
 Traceability Lot Codes
 Key Data Elements Defined
 Requirements by Critical Tracking 

Event
 Recordkeeping Requirements
 Compliance
 Key Takeaways



Disclaimer

• ONLY a Proposed Rule
• Not a comprehensive Review
• Will focus on impact to Cheese
• Am not a Lawyer



Overview  
and 

Scope of the Rule



• WHY:  Implement new recordkeeping requirements to facilitate 
tracing “high risk” foods in the event of a foodborne illness outbreak 
or recall 

• AGREE:  Need to improve track and tracing for food safety
• DISAGREE: Need an end-to-end integrated approach

• WHO: Entities that originate, transform, or create a listed food must 
establish a traceability lot code for the food

• Complex to understand and apply
• Covers entities not previously covered by BTA rule

• WHAT: Requires entities to establish and maintain records containing 
certain information (Key Data Elements) associated with different 
events in the supply chain (Critical Tracking Events)

• Includes tracking of unnecessary data elements

Overview and Scope of Rule



• HOW:  Entities also must establish general 
traceability program records to describe their 
operations

• Reasonable expectation for each entities to have a 
defined program

• WHEN:  Requirement to provide FDA with an 
electronic, sortable spreadsheet within 24 
hours of request by FDA

• Unrealistic timing expectation
• Unnecessary complexity to create (maintain) a 

sortable spreadsheet

Overview and Scope of Rule

→ FDA has proposed a rule that is overly-complicated and based on tech-
enabled end-to-end traceability as the end goal, which fails to account for 
the how industry currently obtains, maintains and transfers information
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• Proposed Rule applies to persons who manufacture, process, pack, 
or hold foods that appear on the Food Traceability List OR foods that 
contain a listed food as an ingredient, unless an exemption applies

• The tentative Food Traceability List includes:

Who and what is covered by the rule?

Cheeses, other than 
hard cheeses

Shell eggs Nut butter (does not 
include soy or seed 

butters)

Cucumbers

Herbs (fresh) Leafy greens, 
including fresh-cut 

leafy greens

Melons Peppers

Sprouts Tomatoes Tropical tree fruits Fruits and vegetables 
(fresh-cut)

Finfish, including 
smoked fish

Crustaceans Mollusks, bi-valves Ready-to-eat deli 
salads



FTL - Cheeses

• FDA’s proposed listing of cheeses 
appears to be inappropriately based 
around percent moisture (>39%), without 
consideration of other intrinsic factors 
(e.g., pH, water activity, competitive 
organisms, organic acids)

• Univ. of Wisconsin + industry research 
aimed to help FDA better categorize 
cheeses based on real determinants of 
risk

IDFA urged FDA to reconsider application of the FDA model to reflect cheese risk 
ranking analysis research to be accomplished by the Univ. of WI before finalizing FTL



FTL - Cheeses

Cheeses, other than hard 
cheeses

Includes all cheeses made with either pasteurized or unpasteurized 
milk, other than hard cheeses. Includes soft ripened/semi-soft 
cheeses (e.g., brie, camembert, feta, mozzarella, taleggio, blue, 
brick, fontina, monterey jack, and muenster) and soft 
unripened/fresh soft cheeses (e.g., cottage, chevre/goat, cream,
mascarpone, ricotta, queso blanco, queso fresco, queso de crema, 
and queso de puna). Includes cream cheese produced without a 
kill step; excludes cream cheese produced with a kill 
step. Excludes pasteurized process cheese and listed cheeses 
destined for use in pasteurized process cheese and pasteurized 
prepared cheeses. . .

IDFA also suggested the following changes based on common industry 
practices and preventive controls that used to control hazards for cottage 
cheese, cream cheese and process cheese:



Traceability Lot Codes



• Traceability lot codes are central to the 
rule’s operation 

• A traceability lot code is a descriptor, 
often alphanumeric, used to identify a 
traceability lot

• The term lot would mean food produced 
during a period of time at a single physical 
location and identified by a specific code, 
and may also be referred to as a “batch” 
or “production run” 

Traceability Lot Codes



Traceability Lot Codes

• Covered entities would be responsible for establishing and assigning a 
traceability lot code when they originate, transform, or create a food on 
the Food Traceability List

• First receivers also would establish a traceability lot code for a food if one 
has not yet been assigned (e.g., because the originator is exempt from the 
rule)

• At each Critical Tracking Event (CTE) entities would be required to 
link the traceability lot code to Key Data Elements (KDE)

IDFA urged FDA to limit the narrow the scope of activities falling in each 
CTE and to require only those absolutely necessary KDEs 



Key Data Elements 
Defined
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• Location identifier = unique id code for the physical location name
• Location description = address, contact info
• Traceability product identifier = unique id code for a specific food product
• Traceability product description = incl. food category term, brand, trade 

description, variety, package size, etc.
• Category = code or term to classify a food consist with industry or 

regulatory scheme (GS1, UN Standards Product Code, etc.; or one of the 
firm’s own choosing)

• Traceability lot code generator = person who assigns traceability lot codes

KDEs 

→ IDFA felt that entities subject to this rule are unlikely to keep separate records for 
products in/out of scope; hence the need for flexibility in the approaches used

→ Cheese manufacturers are subject to one-up/one-back recordkeeping 
requirements for the BTA, encompasses much of the info that FDA is proposing



Requirements by 
Critical Tracking Event 
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• The CTEs for which recordkeeping is required are:
• Growing
• Receiving
• First receivers
• Transformation
• Creation
• Shipping

CTEs

→ The requirements for each of these defined CTEs are complex and 
are dependent on the specifics for each particular product/process

→ IDFA requested that FDA to clarify that intra-company shipments 
do not constitute “shipping” or “receiving" 
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Example – Soft Cheese with Fresh Herbs

Milk
(farm)

Salt
(manufacturer)

Not on Food 
Traceability List and 
not covered by rule

Receiving KDEs

Shipping KDEs

Receiving KDEs

Transformation KDEs

Shipping KDEs

Distributor Retailer 

Receiving KDEs

Fresh Herbs
(grower)

Grower KDEs

Shipping KDEs

Soft Cheese
(manufacturer)



Recordkeeping 
Requirements
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• The Proposed Rule would require entities to provide records to FDA within 
24 hours in an electronic, sortable spreadsheet for specified foods and 
date ranges when requested by FDA in certain situations 

• Providing information in this format would be required:
• when necessary to help FDA prevent or mitigate a foodborne illness outbreak
• to assist in the implementation of a recall
• to otherwise address a threat to the public health, including situations where 

FDA has a reasonable belief that a food presents a SAHCODHA hazard
• Covered entities would not be required to keep all required information in a 

single set of records

Record Production to FDA

IDFA felt that FDA should allow for discussions with the firm to determine the 
appropriate scope, timeline and format for providing requested info

→



Compliance
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• FDA proposes that the final rule would become effective 60 days after 
publication, but would provide additional time before covered entities 
must comply with the new requirements

• FDA proposes that the compliance date for all covered entities would 
be 2 years after the effective date of the final regulations

• FDA is required by a court settlement to issue the final rule by 
November 7, 2022

Compliance Dates



Key Takeaways
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• Food Traceability List includes more than just produce
• The recordkeeping requirements would apply both to listed foods and

foods that include listed foods as an ingredient
• Recordkeeping requirements would apply throughout the food supply 

chain beyond just the manufacturer to growers, distributors, retailers, 
restaurants, and meal-kit delivery companies

• Foods subject to certain processing would be exempt from or have 
modified recordkeeping requirements 

• The Proposed Rule would establish new terminology and standardize 
information for food tracing

Key Takeaways
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• Use of traceability lot codes is central to the proposal
• The Proposed Rule does not prescribe a type of technology, though 

electronic recordkeeping is strongly favored
• Proposed recordkeeping requirements are far more detailed than 

existing Bioterrorism Act requirements
• FDA’s proposal would set the bar for traceability programs for all 

foods

For more info on FDA’s Traceability Proposed Rule go to:

Key Takeaways

https://www.fda.gov/food/food-safety-modernization-act-
fsma/fsma-proposed-rule-food-traceability

https://www.fda.gov/food/food-safety-modernization-act-fsma/fsma-proposed-rule-food-traceability


Thank You!

Questions ?
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